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Conference – Friday 26th June 2015
AGENDA
9.30
10am
10.15am
10.55am

Arrival, registration
Ruth Waring
Victoria Gibson
David Eyes

11.35am

Anmarie Landi

12.15
13.00

Lunch
Ruth Waring

13.40

Breakout groups:

Sessions
#1/2/3

Wendy Goucher How well
do you know your
suppliers?

Loughborough University/PepsiCo
Managing Health & Wellness

Chris Stanley. Supply Chain Risks
coming over the Horizon – are you
ready?

Sessions
#4/5/6

Kirsten Tisdale. How
data and analysis can
reduce the risks on
strategic decisions

Jo Godsmark managing
Procurement Risk

Jane Green the need for robust
contingency planning

15.40
16.00

Ruth Waring
ENDS

Closing address

Welcome address
Risk, Managed: A look at supply chain risk management
The application of a global standard in the Automotive Supply Chain
Always look a gift horse in the mouth because you can’t shut the stable
door after the horse has bolted.
Managing transport compliance risks and the associated risk of
reputational damage

Workshop choices - 1
1.

“Fur coat and nae knickers”: How well do you know your suppliers?



Delivered by Wendy Goucher an Information Security Specialist at Goucher
Consulting which is based in Scotland



When looking at Supply Chain Risk we need to consider Protection: What risks
are we taking? What are our legal and technical vulnerabilities and what
reputational damage are we potentially exposing ourselves to.

2.

Managing Health & Wellness



Delivered by Loughborough University in collaboration with PepsiCo



From a risk point of view, driver health has major implications for safety on the
road and absence, particularly with our driver group getting older. This is this
an interactive Workshop with exercise sessions led by Loughborough.

3.

Supply Chain Risks coming over the Horizon – are you ready?



Delivered by Chris Stanley, Director of Anthesis Consulting Group



Exploring the emergent sustainability risks that will impact supply chains. It will
cover:





What are the known risks?
What about emergent and possible risks?
What are the timescales and what could their impacts be?
How to prioritise and identify mitigating actions

Workshop choices - 2
4.

How data and analysis can reduce the risks on strategic decisions



Delivered by Kirsten Tisdale of Aricia Consulting



Appropriate, available data and strong analysis techniques have a
key role to play in strategic decision-making, reducing risk by
putting facts and figures around the options and trade-offs.

5.

Managing Procurement Risk



Delivered by Jo Godsmark, Head of Labyrinth Consulting’s Supply
Chain division



Explore aspects of outsourced logistics from strategic planning
through procurement, on-going contract management and exiting a
relationship or changing providers.

6.

How robust is your contingency planning?



Delivered by Jane Green of C.S Supply Chains



Many of us have business contingency plans but how robust are
they? A look at different techniques, exploring how these might
work for us.
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